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The wonderful advantage to decorating with vinyl wall quotes is that you can easily update your
walls as your preferences change. In addition, since the decals can easily be removed without
damaging the walls, wall quotes are perfect for renters. Also, if you decide to paint the bathroom a
different color, your children want to update their bedrooms, or your kitchen eat-in area simply
needs updating, you can easily swap out an existing wall decal for something new. The wall quote
decals can be fully customized and are truly only limited by your imagination!

Although the vinyl lettering looks like it was professionally painted on the wall by hand, the decals
are simple to apply and can be removed just as easily. The installation process normally takes less
than five minutes, but times can vary slightly depending on the type and how complex the decal is.
To remove most types of wall decals, simply peel the decal off the wall and you are ready to install a
new design. Once the decal is removed, it can be adhered again, but some designs may be more
difficult to reuse because they no longer have the original clear plastic to hold each part in place.
Also, some of the adhesive will most likely be missing and the decal may not stick properly.

There are quotes suitable for every room and for any sentiment you may like. You can choose from
a wide range of ready-made wall quotes, or you can order a fully customized decal with your own
wording as well. Most major decal companies allow you to choose varied word size, font styles,
accents, and even the word arrangement within the quote. The possibilities are only limited by your
creativity and imagination.

Below are a few examples of ways in which vinyl quotes may be used in your home:

Sentiments about home and family are perfect for the family room or hallway with a grouping of
family portraits.

Sports fans can choose fun sayings about their favorite sport for their room or apartment.Â 

Wall quotes stating religious sentiments or scriptures are very popular, as are messages of love and
inspiration.Â 

Nurseries are the perfect setting for cute wall quotes about babies or the baby's name with
embellishments.Â 

In the bathroom, you can put up adages for your family to ponder.Â 

In the kitchen, creative and often humorous expressions are well liked.Â 

Furthermore, if you have office wall space that you'd like to personalize, vinyl wall quotes are classy,
versatile decorations and make terrific conversation starters. Depending on your occupation and
tastes, the sayings can be personal or business oriented. One type of quote that is chosen for this
purpose is a definition quote. Definitions are stylish and thought-provoking as well as inspiring. The
decals can also be used on surfaces other than walls. For example, they can be applied to glass,
such as windows in your home or automobile, or framed with a decorative paper background.
Another idea: you can attach your quote to a piece of wooden or plastic furniture. Whether you
choose a short definition or lengthy quote, a serious proverb or a whimsical quip, vinyl wall quotes
are just the thing to make a bold statement that shows your style.
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Jane Smithson - About Author:
The author of this article has been heavily involved in the creation and marketing of a wall quotes.
When she is not working with interior designers on the best uses of a vinyl wall quotes, she enjoys
parenting her three young children and traveling.
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